
 

 

MISCHIEF MAKER – SOMIYA ACHARYA 

How mysterious are the ways of the Universal Intelligence!  

Our beloved Guru who lives in the dimension of emptiness had been tested once before with excruciating physical pain 

in the form of sciatica. Those who have seen him during those days cannot forget the wonder of witnessing his calm 

face while from his body poured words from that otherness. There was no sufferer anywhere. Finally, by Grace and 

dedicated care everywhere in all possible ways, the pain went away. He is all well again. 

But then for some years now Universal Intelligence has again decided to play with him and tease him. This time by 

bringing him the sorrow of being uncle to a person so depraved that his very birth to a father married to Guruji’s sister 

(and thus linked to the Lahiri family) is itself a joke by the greatest of humorists – the Universal Intelligence, Krishna. 

This person, Somiya Acharya, is projecting himself as a Guru, a Professor and other things. Perhaps Krishna himself 

will supply his “chakra” – the discus – or Vishnu his “gada” – the mace to take care of this charlatan. 

Given below is the translation of a propaganda by his current companion (he has had two before; his legally wedded 

wife from whom he has a fourteen year old daughter, now abandoned along with her mother), his first bigamous ‘wife’ 

from whom also he has a daughter and now this second bigamous Russian ‘wife’. The propaganda projects Somiya as 

a Professor of Mathematics and a great Yogi. 

Below the translation of the propaganda from Russian to English, is the expression of Guruji’s deep anguish. 

This is being posted on the page “Antiques of Lahiri Mahashaya” as this page first came into existence to thwart the 

schemes of this scoundrel who was trying to sell the antiques for personal political and financial gain and it is hence 

perhaps appropriate to place this too here.  

 

Publicity for Somiya Acharya in Russian publication: 

Somiya Acharya, a famous yogi has come to Kabardino-Balkariya 

11.11.2014 - 11:04 Society. Viewed: 240  

Somiya Acharya - the great grandson of Lahiri Mahasaya, who was a propagandist of yogic teaching and is famous in 

India as well as in the West, has now come to Kabardino-Balkariya from Varanasi.  

He is not only a professor of mathematics who is lecturing in various universities in India but also he is a yoga 

practitioner. Major teaching which he uses for mind and body development is kriya yoga which is being passed on 

from father to son in his family.  

As it was found out by a reporter from Russian Information Agency “Kabardino-Balkariya”, kriya yoga is a subtle 

universal instrument thanks to which evolution of concrete human being can be accelerated. Paramhansa Yogananda, 

the philosopher wrote in his book “Autobiography of Yogi’: “By his own reasonable effort, within three years, Kriya 

yogi can reach the same result which nature grants only in million years”. The book can be obtained in the bookshops 

of Nalchik. 

Paramhansa Yogananda was the first Indian master who taught this ancient science in the West where he stayed most 

part of his life. The science of self-realization, which helps to open and realize full human potential that is how he 

called kriya yoga. 

Kriya yoga got a new blooming in the past century thanks to Lahiri Mahashaya who got initiated by a legendary 

teacher Babaji in 1861. Somiya Achariya is one of the two family members of Lahiri Mahashaya who can provide not 

only a general yogic knowledge, but also specific knowledge which is relevant to concrete person only. As in 

medicine, there is a general knowledge helpful for everyone but there is also knowledge which is needed for a specific 

patient.  



 

 

There is no organization, no institution, no sect, no cult around this yoga teaching which was integrated for the West 

by Lahiri Mahashaya. Professor Achariya says: ”Can there be a sect around, for example, mathematic teaching? No, 

there cannot be. Mathematics is truth which equally belongs to all humanity. Anyone wishing to have good health and 

strong nervous system can join yoga. What is needed is only a desire. Yoga has a wide spread in Russia nowadays. 

Singers and artists are practicing yoga in order to look good. Perhaps, there are also people in Kabardino-Balkariya 

who are interested in healthy living and I want to help them to understand correctly the teaching of yoga. 

Professor Somiya Achariya is staying with his friends in the city of Mayskiy.  

Those who are interested to talk to him can call on this phone xxxxxxx or write to the following address yyyy@zzz 

(Ludmila) 

© Russian Information Agency «Kabardino-Balkariya», 2014 

Guruji’s words of sorrow on seeing the above: 

It is unfortunate that a Russian lady named Ludmila Sheltik of dubious background and character is promoting a 

criminal called Somiya Acharya under the banner of a ‘‘famous Yogi’’ in some gullible areas of Russia. The facts are 

as follows: 

1) He is not great grandson of Lahiri Mahasaya. His mother Pratima Lahiri (who became Pratima Acharya after 

getting married to Debabrata Acharya) is one of the many great-grand-daughters of Lahiri Mahasaya. ‘‘Acharya’’ 

here is the surname or family name, just like ‘‘Lahiri’’. Teachers are usually called acharyas as the dictionary 

meaning of the sanskrit word ‘acharya’ is ‘teacher’. But here, ‘Acharya’ indicates merely the family surname and 

this family or clan had nothing to do with Lahiri tradition. Somiya is the son of Debabrata Acharya who had died 

in a heart attack as he could not withstand the horrible activites of Somiya after he failed in College & University 

examinations.  

 

2) Somiya is only school-educated and he had confessed this in his Facebook identity wherein he mentioned that his 

education is limited to U.P. Board (Allahabad) which conducts school-leaving examinations in the Indian State of 

UP (Uttar Pradesh). To tell that Somiya is Professor of Mathematics lecturing in various Universities in India ---- 

is the height and depth of lies which a dubious character like Ludmila can only indulge in. She became member of 

an American controversial ‘‘Spiritual’’ set-up which was driven out from USA and subsequently from Italy and 

thereafter this set-up established its centres in India. Afterwards she found Somiya and ‘‘married’’ him. Thus she 

too flaunts her surname as ‘‘Acharya’’.Somiya was married long ago and has a 14 year-old daughter. He later 

abandoned his wife to sire a bastard through a south Indian woman --- much older than his age. Thereafter, another 

disastrous racket of his, was exposed by Human Rights Commission of India and he narrowly escaped being 

convicted and sent to prison. 

 

3)  Somiya stole five antique diaries from his maternal uncle’s house for a very cunning motive and conspiratorial 

activities. The whole fact is available for perusal in the website: www.kriyayogalahiri.com on the page “Antiques 

of Lahiri Mahashaya”. There is no question of Somiya having any authentic understanding and practice of any 

yoga, leave alone the ancient Kriya Yoga of Sage Patanjali, which was lost long ago, but was revealed 

miraculously to Lahiri Mahasay in Himalayas, approximately one hundred fifty years ago. 

 

Somiya is staying with his wife (illegal) at present somewhere in Russia to spread mental pollution in the name of 

‘‘Yoga’’. 
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